June 13, 2022: For Immediate Release

MSL Captive Solutions Welcomes New AVP of Underwriting
Julie Frink Joins the MSL Team

MSL Captive Solutions, a leader in the development, structure, and underwriting
of medical stop loss captives, is growing with the appointment of Julie Frink as
AVP Underwriting Lead. Ms. Frink will join a highly experienced team to provide
additional expertise with risk evaluation, underwriting and consultative
collaboration with program managers and brokers for new and existing captive
programs. With her experience, Ms. Frink will be able to provide strategies for
custom solutions based on the needs of the clients.
“We are very excited to have Julie join our rapidly growing team” said Phillip
Giles, Managing Director of MSL Captive Solutions. “Julie’s block underwriting
background and deep experience with both single-parent and group captives
really enhances the technical depth of our underwriting team.”
Ms. Frink brings with her experience, energy, and a fresh perspective. She joins MSL from Liberty
Mutual where she was AVP, Medical Stop Loss programs and was previously a Lead Underwriter in the
Captive Division of Berkley Accident and Health. Ms. Frink also spent 12 years as a stop loss
underwriter at Star Line Group, a Falmouth MA based MGU.
“I am excited about joining MSL Captive Solutions and working in the MGU environment again,” said
Frink. “Captives are a fast-growing sector of the market and I enjoy the creativity and opportunity of
underwriting captive programs, both single parent and group captives.”
About MSL Captive Solutions, Inc
MSL Captive Solutions (MSL) is the industry’s only platform devoted exclusively to the development of
comprehensive (re)insurance solutions for medical stop-loss captives. We are an independent
underwriting firm and work with select program managers, brokers, and captive managers to build
proprietary group and single-parent captive programs. We provide outsourced stop-loss captive
underwriting management to some of the world’s leading stop loss carriers and can develop
customized captive programs with each carrier. Every captive program is highly tailored to meet the
specific risk, financial and competitive market positioning objectives of our clients. The exclusivity
of our carrier relationships and our limitation to select production partnerships will minimize the
potential for distribution channel conflicts and significantly enhance the group captive’s market
identity and competitive positioning.
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www.mslcaptives.com
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